Theatrebods for Spoleto Fringe Presents

WHO'S AFRAID
OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

By Edward Albee

MARTHA .............Anne Radvansky
GEORGE .............Bernard Calio
HONEY .............Felicity O'Hanlon
NICK .............Damien Miller

Director/ Producer .............Tina Kokkinos
Stage Manager/ Production Manager/ Sound Operator .............John Ford
Lighting Designer/ Technical Director .............Fred Watson
Poster Design .............Cornelia Selovar
Set Design .............Tina Kokkinos/ Zara Guthrie
Lighting Operator .............Tanya Singleton
Assistant Stage Manager .............Zara Guthrie

We would like to thank the following people for their support and generosity: Robert Timmer-Arends, Kathleen Lynch, Ian Fiddes, Linda Cernigoi, Michael Walker, Crawford Productions, Watson Family, Ford Family, Pivot Point Hairdressing, CTS Printing, Bruce Clezy, Wayne Lewis, Guy Prendergast, Brian Vincent, Jules Mortensen, John Ryan, Jon Lynch, John Marshall, Cornelia Selovar, Simone Lourey.

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is presented by arrangement with Samuel French Australia.

THERE WILL BE TWO TEN MINUTE INTERVALS, DURING WHICH TEA AND COFFEE WILL BE SERVED IN THE FOYER.